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Abstract
Background: A new nationally commissioned NHS England Genomic
Medicine Service (GMS) was recently established to deliver genomic
testing with equity of access for patients affected by rare diseases and
cancer. The overarching aim of this research is to evaluate the
implementation of the GMS during its early years, identify barriers
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and enablers to successful implementation, and provide
recommendations for practice. The focus will be on the use of
genomic testing for paediatric rare diseases.
Methods: This will be a four-year mixed-methods research
programme using clinic observations, interviews and surveys. Study 1
consists of qualitative interviews with designers/implementers of the
GMS in Year 1 of the research programme, along with documentary
analysis to understand the intended outcomes for the Service. These
will be revisited in Year 4 to compare intended outcomes with what
happened in practice, and to identify barriers and facilitators that
were encountered along the way. Study 2 consists of clinic
observations (pre-test counselling and results disclosure) to examine
the interaction between health professionals and parents, along with
follow-up interviews with both after each observation. Study 3 consists
of a longitudinal survey with parents at two timepoints (time of testing
and 12 months post-results) along with follow-up interviews, to
examine parent-reported experiences and outcomes. Study 4 consists
of qualitative interviews and a cross-sectional survey with medical
specialists to identify preparedness, facilitators and challenges to
mainstreaming genomic testing. The use of theory-based and prespecified constructs will help generalise the findings and enable
integration across the various sub-studies.
Dissemination: We will disseminate our results to policymakers as
findings emerge, so any suggested changes to service provision can
be considered in a timely manner. A workshop with key stakeholders
will be held in Year 4 to develop and agree a set of recommendations
for practice.
Keywords
genomics, genomic medicine service, rare disease, paediatric,
protocol, mixed methods
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REVISED
      
Amendments from Version 1

and surveys/interviews with parents of patients undergoing
genomic testing. By the end of this study we will have:

We have amended the subheadings to the different studies to
lead with the objective rather than the method.

• a better understanding of the intended v actual outcomes
of the GMS,

We have clarified how we will use the CFIR framework – it will
provide a structured approach to interview questions and
analysis, but interpretation and recommendations will be
developed in conjunction with our advisory team with decisions
documented.

• insights into what happens during clinical encounters,

We have included a number of the suggested questions raised
by Reviewer 1 in the topic guides.
We have clarified the recruitment procedures for Studies 1 and
4 to address concerns around risk of bias. We have also clarified
the role that PIs will have in identifying potential participants.
We have amended the description of Study 2, highlighting that
it is an exploratory study to gain a snapshot of the different
ways that appointments take place, rather than a study to make
generalisation across sites, condition types and/or participant
characteristics. We have acknowledged that we will reflect on the
limitations of the observational method in any report or papers.
We have expanded on the description of the consent process
and said that verbal consent will be recorded electronically and
signed/dated by the researcher with a copy of the electronic
record sent to the participant.
We have clarified that to quantify the changes and impact made
following dissemination of findings, we will add an agenda point
at each advisory team meeting to ask members involved in
setting policy and practice how they have used the emerging
findings.
We have clarified that the summary tables will not only focus
on barriers and facilitators, they will also capture the process of
implementation, perceptions etc.
We have added further detail around who will be invited to take
part in the workshop as well as what will happen during the
workshop.
Any further responses from the reviewers can be found at
the end of the article

Plain english summary
Background and aims

Genome sequencing (where a person’s entire genetic code
is mapped) is set to dramatically transform patient care and
medical outcomes. Recently, genome sequencing was introduced as part of routine clinical care in the NHS, through the
Genomic Medicine Service (GMS). The aim of this research
is to understand how genome sequencing is being delivered
in the first few years of the Service, in particular what the
barriers and enablers are to successful delivery. The focus of the
study will be the use of genome sequencing for children with
undiagnosed conditions.

Study design
This is a four-year study in which we will conduct: observations of clinic appointments; interviews with policy makers and
health professionals designing and implementing the new service;

• u nderstand what the entire testing process is like for
parents from being offered genomic testing to receiving
their results and beyond, including the clinical as well as
emotional and practical outcomes, and
• u nderstand how healthcare professionals feel about delivering the GMS, particularly those that are non-genetic
specialists, including how prepared they feel to deliver
genomic testing.

Patient and public involvement
Parents of children who have been through the testing process
have helped us design this study. They have inputted into
surveys and topic guides, and will be involved throughout the
study as members of the advisory team so that we can ensure
the findings are used to improve the quality of care patients and
families receive.
Dissemination
The findings from this research will be shared with organisations such as NHS England and NHS Improvement so that
recommendations can be implemented swiftly.

Introduction
The Genomic Medicine Service

In October 2018, a new nationally commissioned Genomic
Medicine Service (GMS) was established by NHS England.
This service, built around seven Genomic Laboratory Hubs
(GLHs), aims to deliver consolidated, state of the art, high
throughput and high-quality genomic testing (including both
genome and exome sequencing) with equity of access for
patients affected by rare diseases and cancer1. The GMS capitalises on the infrastructure and learning from the 100,000
Genomes Project, a world-leading initiative set up in England in
2015 with the explicit aim of embedding genomic medicine into
clinical care to improve diagnosis and management of patients
affected by selected rare and inherited diseases and cancer2.
The NHS will be the first national healthcare system in the
world to offer whole genome sequencing as part of routine
care.
The overall goal of the GMS is that from 2020, and by 2025,
genomic medicine will be embedded in multiple clinical
pathways in routine care, where appropriate, and linked to a
broader NHS long term plan of sequencing 500,000 whole
genomes for patients with certain rare diseases and cancers,
incorporating the latest genomics advances into routine healthcare to improve diagnosis, stratification and treatment of illness,
and supporting research and innovation3. Ultimately, the aim is
that by 2025, genomic technologies will be a fundamental component of medical training, and there will be a new taxonomy
of medicine based on the underlying drivers of disease4.
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Mainstreaming genomics for rare disease diagnosis
Genome sequencing will be available as a first-line test for some
rare and undiagnosed diseases, for example individuals with
ultra-rare disorders or atypical manifestations of recognised
monogenic disorders. In addition, certain tests specified in the
new NHS England Genetic Test Directory can be ordered by
medically qualified individuals specialised in a sub-discipline
other than genetics (referred to hereon in as ‘medical specialists’), in both primary and secondary care, thus ‘mainstreaming’
genomics1. For example, in primary care, a general practitioner
could order a cystic fibrosis carrier test, and in secondary care
a neurologist or paediatrician could order genome sequencing
for a patient with intellectual disability.
Preparation for genomic testing in the NHS GMS
Over the past few years, several initiatives have been implemented to prepare the workforce for genomic testing. In
2014, Health Education England (HEE) launched a four-year
£20 million Genomics Education Programme (GEP) to ensure
that the NHS workforce has the knowledge, skills and experience
to keep the United Kingdom (UK) at the heart of the genomics
revolution in healthcare3. Other initiatives include a Masters in
Genomic Medicine delivered by seven leading higher educational institutions; ‘genomics roadshows’ where genetic specialists
have visited a wide range of clinical disciplines in hospitals to
highlight genomics and how it can improve patient care; and
a genomics toolkit developed by the Royal College of General Practitioners in partnership with the GEP to explain how
genomic medicine impacts primary care3,5,6. However, the
reach and utility of these resources have yet to be examined,
and the informatics infrastructure including sample collection pathways and results delivery processes have yet to be
finalised and tested.
To ensure patients and families are fully prepared for genomic
testing in the NHS GMS, NHS England have prepared a range
of patient-facing and online resources7–9, as well as a ‘record of
discussion’ form which will be used in the clinical pathway to
record parents’ (of children unable to consent themselves) and
patients’ test and research decisions10. Genomics England has
developed information specifically to support people making
decisions about participating in research which will be done
on a voluntary basis and consented separately from genomic
testing for clinical care11. However, we do not yet know what
patients’ and parents’ attitudes, understanding and experiences of
genomic testing within a purely clinical context will be, whether
they feel they have made an informed decision to undergo
sequencing, what proportion will consent to donating their
(or their child’s) data for research purposes (and if not, why
not), and whether they are satisfied with the process overall.

Focus of current study
The first few years of the NHS GMS is an ideal opportunity for which to evaluate the implementation, service and
patient outcomes of genomic testing in a clinical setting. It
will enable us to make comparisons with the hybrid researchclinical context of the 100,000 Genomes Project where much
research has already taken place12–18. Implementation science,
the systematic study of methods that support the application

of research findings and other evidence-based knowledge
into policy and practice, is increasingly being seen as playing
a critical role health services research19,20. Previous research
on new interventions has highlighted that as well as assessing
outcomes, it is valuable to look at the process of the intervention as this can shed light on the mechanisms responsible
for whether and how successful it is21. This formative work can
also enable researchers to suggest ways to answer questions
about how interventions might be adapted and respond to
change in order to produce positive outcomes22.

Background
How will the NHS GMS impact parents and children?

The NHS GMS is set to have a profound impact on the management and diagnosis of children with rare diseases in the NHS.
The majority (50–75%) of rare diseases affect children23 and
in the past it has taken on average six years for a rare disease
to be diagnosed, during which time patients are likely to have
undergone extensive medical testing24,25. Genomic sequencing
has the potential to reduce this ‘diagnostic odyssey’ for some
patients with rare diseases and their families. The diagnostic
yield of genomic sequencing in previously unsolved paediatric cases is already around 40–50% and may increase as knowledge grows26. For children with a rare condition, a diagnosis can
enable access to disease specific screening or treatments, provide a clearer prognosis and information about recurrence risk,
enable parents to make contact with other parents, and facilitate
access to social and educational support27. Psychological benefits for parents can include relief from guilt, understanding
the origin of the child’s condition, validation in terms of offering legitimacy for the child’s behaviour and/or appearance,
and ability to connect with others through support groups28.
Previous research on patients and parents experiences of
genomic testing, conducted during the 100,000 Genomes Project,
highlighted that the majority were satisfied with the consenting
process, felt they had made an informed decision to take part,
and had largely positive attitudes towards sequencing, although
concerns existed around data sharing and access, and the
potential emotional impact of the results13. Whilst participants
generally understood what is involved in genome sequencing,
the purpose and the benefits, there were misunderstandings
around the limitations and associated uncertainties18. For example, only around 70% of participants correctly understood
that they may not receive any informative results about their
child’s condition from whole genome sequencing18. Reports
of parents misinterpreting or overestimating the utility of findings from genomic testing have been cited elsewhere29,30, and
the importance of managing patient expectations to avoid
disappointment or decisional regret has been raised by genetic
specialists31,32. Research focused on whether and how health
professionals are managing parental expectations of genomic
testing in the NHS GMS would therefore be of value.
Whilst evidence has begun to emerge about the clinical
effectiveness of genomic testing (e.g. changes in clinical
management, amended treatment plans) for patients from
different condition groups33,34, for example those having rapid
genomic testing in the neonatal setting35 or those with developmental disorders36, we still have limited data on the psychosocial
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and behavioural impact of disclosing genomic results to
parents, including whether and how the impact differs amongst
different patient populations37. There is some evidence to suggest that parents of children with a known disease may be
more prone to negative test-related psychological experiences
following genomic testing than other population groups38.
Results from the 100,000 Genomes Project indicated that some
participants and in particular parents experienced distress and
uncertainty following receipt of sequencing results. Similar
findings have been reported elsewhere, with parents receiving
exome sequencing results reporting feelings of frustration
and isolation from the lack of available information about the
condition39 as well as loss of hope for recovery40. However,
this research is still in its infancy, and further research is essential to gain a more nuanced and complete understanding of
the psychosocial and behavioural impact of genomic testing.

How will the NHS GMS impact health professionals?
The significant changes in the way testing is offered will impact
across medical specialities and require the roles of both medical
and genetic specialists to evolve41. Widespread implementation
and ‘mainstreaming’ of genomic medicine will depend on health
professionals’ perceptions of the usability and value of the
technology in day-to-day practice, however some of these professionals are sceptical of the positive impact genomic medicine
will have on patient care12,42. Studies have shown that many health
professionals have limited genetics training and may be unprepared to conduct pre- and post-test counselling including
interpreting test results and consenting/returning additional
findings43,44. Concerns also exist around lack of access to genetic
professionals45 as well as the challenges of interpreting uncertain results and managing patients’ expectations about genome
sequencing46. To ensure the successful transition of genomics from a specialist service to a mainstream service, thoughtful
planning and procedures are required to prepare the workforce.
This includes: training in genomics for healthcare professionals outside of clinical genetics including interpreting
and returning genomic data back to patients; clear pathways
for which tests to order for which indications; educational
initiatives to ensure healthcare professionals taking consent
feel equipped to do so; and increased interaction between
genetic and medical specialists to support the delivery of testing
outside the clinical genetics specialty41.

Protocol
Research aims and objectives

This paper outlines a four-year mixed-methods research programme using observations, interviews and surveys to evaluate
the NHS GMS for the diagnosis of paediatric rare diseases.
Research will be conducted with key stakeholders designing
and implementing the GMS, as well as health professionals
(genetic and medical specialists) and parents of patients undergoing genomic testing to examine the intentions, experiences
and outcomes of the new service47.
The aims are to:
1. Identify the resources, activities and intended and actual
outcomes of the NHS GMS; identify any potential barriers

to achieving the intended outcomes during the early years of
the Service (2022–25);
2. Understand the processes and practices taking place by
examining the interactions between health professionals
and parents/patients during pre-test counselling and results
delivery appointments;
3. Examine the experiences and outcomes of genomic testing
that parents reported over time;
4. Identify the preparedness and experiences of medical
specialists involved in delivering genomic medicine in mainstream NHS care in the first few years of the Service, and
identify elements which make this easier or more difficult.
The findings from the research will be shared with NHS England
and NHS Improvement contemporaneously to continue to drive
improvements in the Service and develop recommendations
for practice.

Methods and analysis
Research approach and conceptual framework. We will
conduct a mixed-methods research programme, employing
qualitative and quantitative approaches to provide a richer,
deeper insight into the topic area, generating more knowledge,
and increasing the validity of the findings48. We will work
within a pragmatist paradigm in order to seek functional
knowledge and produce positive change in clinical practice49.
Pragmatism refers to a worldview that focuses on “what works”
rather than what might be considered absolutely and objectively
“true” or “real.”50.
We will use a theory-driven approach to understand how the
NHS GMS is being implemented as well as to evaluate the
outcomes from the Service. The Consolidated Framework for
Implementation Research (CFIR)20 will be used as an explanatory framework to systematically assess the contextual factors
including barriers and facilitators that influence implementation and adoption, and has been used previously to evaluate the
implementation of genomic medicine51–54. We also chose this
framework as it is well-suited to guide the development of actionable findings as well as to rapid-cycle evaluation, which fits
with our dissemination strategy whereby we update intervention implementers of our results as they emerge55. The framework
provides a taxonomy of operationally defined constructs that are
likely to influence implementation of complex programs, organised into five major domains: 1) Intervention Characteristics
(features of the intervention itself which might influence implementation e.g. complexity); 2) Outer Setting (features of the
implementation organisation e.g. leadership engagement); 3) Inner
Setting (features of the external context or environment e.g.
readiness); 4) Characteristics of Individuals (e.g. knowledge
and beliefs of individuals); and 5) Process (strategies or tactics
which might influence implantation e.g. planning). We will
identify those domains and associated constructs which are most
relevant to the study aims, and focus on those when developing the interview questions and analysing the interview data. We
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will evaluate implementation outcomes according to Proctor’s
taxonomy, which comprises eight major domains - acceptability,
adoption, appropriateness, feasibility, fidelity, implementation
cost, penetration, and sustainability47. In order to understand the
patient/parent perspective, we will use a number of patient
reported outcome measures including decisional conflict and
regret, patient empowerment and satisfaction. The use of theorybased and pre-specified constructs will help to generalise the
findings and enable integration across the various sub-studies,
enabling us to build a stronger evidence base.
Study design overview. This study includes four parts which
will each address different levels of implementation. The first
part focuses on the programme level, where using an implementation science approach, we will conduct an interview
study with key stakeholders from organisations tasked with
designing and implementing the NHS GMS (e.g. Genomics
England, NHS England, GMSA and GLH leads) along with
desk-based documentary research to examine the initial programme theory (resources, activities and intended outcomes)
underlying the NHS GMS. These will be compared with the
actual outcomes in Year 4 in terms of effectiveness, adoption,
fidelity, acceptability and uptake (Aim 1 – Study 1). We
will also conduct interviews with genetic specialists tasked
with delivering the NHS GMS to understand how they are
experiencing the implementation (Aim 1 – Study 1). The
second part focuses on the inter-personal level where we
will conduct observations of clinical encounters to examine
the interaction between healthcare professionals and parents,

alongside interviews with the professionals and parents to
understand the processes and practices taking place when consenting for and returning genomic test results (Aim 2 – Study 2).
The third part will target the individual level focusing on parents’ and health professionals’ perspectives. We will conduct a longitudinal survey along with follow-up interviews
to examine parent-reported experiences and outcomes from
genomic testing, in particular comparing the outcomes of parents who receive a diagnostic result with those who do not
(Aim 3 – Study 3). We will also conduct interviews followed
by a cross-sectional survey with medical specialists in Year
4 to identify the preparedness, experiences and challenges to
delivering genomic testing in the first few years of the NHS
GMS (Aim 4 – Study 4). Findings from all parts will be integrated to identify overarching findings and recommendations
for practice. See Figure 1 for overview of study design and
timelines.
Patient and public involvement. The research programme has
been co-designed with parents of children with rare diseases as
well as patient advocates and key stakeholders. At the time of
drafting the funding application, input was sought from Genetic
Alliance UK, Rare Disease UK and SWAN UK (Syndromes
without a name) to identify the key research questions
and discuss study design, ensuring the design facilitated
patient-orientated outcomes. CL also spoke with the Chair of
the 100,000 Genomes Project Participant Panel as well as a
parent of a child with a rare undiagnosed condition, to ensure
the study design would capture what was important to parents.

Figure 1. Overview of study timelines.
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Following approval for funding, an Advisory Team was set
up which includes three parents of children with (previously) undiagnosed rare conditions and two patient advocates
from the support groups SWAN UK and Unique: The Rare
Chromosome and Gene Disorder Support Group. They have
inputted into the study aims and objectives, reviewed and
revised patient-facing documents including participant information sheets and topic guides (Studies 2 and 3), informed
the selection of validated measures for a longitudinal survey
study (Study 3) and commented on wording and answerability.
Emergent findings will be shared with the advisory team
throughout the study, and they will support the development of
recommendations for policy and practice, ensuring that they
are feasible and appropriate. Policy options will be evaluated
using the APEASE framework (Acceptability, Practicability,
Effectiveness, Affordability, Side-Effects, Equity)56. The APEASE
criteria are a set of criteria used to make context-based decisions on intervention content and delivery. The advisory team
will advise on plain language summaries and video abstracts to
facilitate dissemination of the study findings to participants and
relevant wider patient communities, and will be invited to
co-author manuscripts. Parent participants will be reimbursed for
their involvement in the project, in line with the NIHR Centre
for Engagement and Dissemination’s payment policy57.
Study setting. Recruitment of participants will take place across
seven NHS Trusts located across England. Sites have been
selected to facilitate a diverse ethnic mix of participants as well
as North v South and urban v rural settings. At each participating site, a health professional from the genetics department
will act as local Principal Investigator (PI) for the study,
however we will work closely with departments outside of
clinical genetics who are delivering genomic testing to examine

the issue of mainstreaming. Regular meetings will be held
with the participating site and clinical staff to discuss any
recruitment issues.
Participants. There will be two separate but parallel cohorts in
this project; 1) parents of children (<16 years) with rare diseases undergoing genomic testing, who are making decisions
on behalf of their children and may themselves be undergoing
testing to help identify or interpret the results, and 2) health
professionals (including genetic and other medical specialists),
policy-makers, commissioners and organisational decisionmakers who are delivering the GMS. By examining the way
in which key stakeholders (parents, health professionals,
policy-makers, decision-makers) perceive, experience and behave
in the GMS, we will ensure that the findings and subsequent
recommendations around the implementation of genomics
into mainstream clinical practice are grounded in first-hand
experiences.
For Study 2, In order to accommodate participants that do
not speak/have limited English, we will translate the participant information sheet and consent form into those languages
identified as being commonly spoken by parents attending
genetic services (e.g. Gujarati, Bengali, Urdu, Polish, Punjabi).
Regular dialogue between the research team and the PIs
from participating sites will take place to monitor this. It will
not be possible to translate the survey (Study 3) into these
languages as the included measures have not been validated
in these languages.

Detailed study plan

An overview of the study plan is provided in Figure 2. Data
collection and analysis will be conducted primarily by

Figure 2. Study design.
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Dr Celine Lewis (PI) and Dr Bettina Friedrich (research associate). Both are health psychologists who have extensive
experience in research including qualitative interviews and
data analysis. Celine also has extensive experience working
in research related to genetic/genomic medicine. Bettina has
a background in quantitative research. For Study 4 we will
also be supported by an MSc student.

Study 1: Specify the programme theory of the GMS
(Years 1 and 4)
Study design. In Year 1 of the study, we will collect documentary evidence (policy documents, journal articles and meeting
presentations) as well as conduct qualitative interviews with
key stakeholders (programme designers, implementers and providers). This will include people from organisations such as
NHS England, Health Education England, Genomics England
as well as ‘genomic champions’58 from different clinical specialties. This will enable us to specify the initial programme theory
underpinning the GMS and to identify the underlying assumptions about how the GMS is expected to work to achieve its
expected outcomes. In addition, we will interview leads from each
of the GMSAs/GLHs (clinical and scientific) tasked with
embedding the Service as well as genetic specialists tasked
with delivering the Service. These interviews will allow us
to understand how health professionals are experiencing the
implementation of the GMS during its first years including:
readiness of the Service, the processes and procedures that
have been put in place to deliver the Service, any individual
and organisational adaptations that have been made, and any
barriers and challenges they have faced.
In Year 1 a logic model (a visual representation of the theory)
which describes the resources and activities (inputs) and
intended outputs, outcomes and impact will be developed59 which
will form the foundation for our understanding of what was
intended for the GMS (the GMS ‘blueprint’). In Year 4, we will
conduct further interviews and documentary analysis to understand if the programme theory has changed over time, if
the programme as planned is different to the programme as
performed (‘fidelity to the model’), changes in local practice
over time and the factors that have acted as barriers and
facilitators to implementation.
Interview guides will be informed by the study aims, the existing literature and the interests of the advisory team. We will
identify which of the CFIR domains are most aligned with
these particular topics of interest, and the individual constructs
will be used to help determine the structure of the questions.
Data analysis. Data will be analysed using framework
analysis60. This is an approach that facilitates identification of
key themes as well as commonalities and differences in the
data through comparison across as well as within cases. A
codebook will be developed to facilitate team-based analysis
which will be facilitated using NVivo software61. The first
step will consist of a deductive analysis, where data are
coded according to the CFIR domains and constructs which
have been prioritised as key. This will be followed by an inductive analysis, to allow for any new themes or unexpected

findings. The same codebook will be applied to the analysis of
both sets of interviews as well as the documentary evidence to
enable cross-referencing and comparisons across the data.
Recruitment and sample size. GMS designers from each of
the key organisations will be identified by the advisory team,
and invited for interview. We will aim to recruit the key
clinical and scientific rare disease lead from each of seven
GMSAs/GLHs across England. To ensure we reach out to the
most appropriate person, we will ask interviewees for suggestions of who to approach62. Genetic specialists with an interest
in rare disease will be recruited from across the seven participating hospital trusts. Informed consent along with participant
information will be collected prior to interview. We anticipate
that interviews will last approximately an hour, and will be
conducted over video conferencing software. Interviews will
continue until saturation is reached and, alongside documentary
evidence, the initial programme theory has been identified. We
anticipate this will be around 10 interviews with GMS designers, 14 interviews with people from the GMSAs/GLHs, and
similarly around14 interviews with genetic specialists.

Study 2: Identify processes and practices when patients
undergo genomic testing in the GMS (Years 2–3)
Study design. We will conduct direct observations (including
audio and/or video-recordings) of clinical encounters (clinical
pre-test counselling appointments as well as results delivery appointments) involving patients (children) and families
undergoing genomic testing. A key benefit of observations is
that they take place in natural settings that are the natural loci of
activity63. This will be an exploratory study to understand what
happens in a consent/return of results appointment. The aims
are to understand consistencies and variations in the overarching structure of the appointments, evaluate the interactions
between patient/parents and health professionals (including the
information exchange and the questions and responses), and gain
insight into the communication techniques that are employed
by both parties. Our expectations are that the discussion will
be consenter-led, that they will follow a relatively invariant
pattern for discussing issues around consent, and that health
professionals will want to maximise recruitment to research.
In addition, the observations will offer insight into the
various processes and practices required in order that health
professionals can request genomic tests (patient choice forms,
uploaded test requests etc). Observations of clinic appointment
were previously conducted during the 100,000 Genomes Project
and yielded valuable data14. A structured observation guide
using pre-determined categories identified through this previous
work (e.g. checklist of particular topics, interactions between
the professional and the [child] patient, notable non-verbal
behaviours, paperwork and administrative aspects etc) will
be used to standardise the observation and inform follow-up
interview questions.
Following each observation
de-brief interview with the
with parents 1–2 weeks later.
views and feedback related to
their expectations and implicit

there will be an immediate
professional and an interview
The topic guides will focus on
the content of the appointment,
goals from the interaction, and
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moderating factors that may have hampered or contributed to
the success of the appointment. This will allow for comparison
across the three data sources (interview recording, professional
and parent interviews). Pairing observations/audio-recordings
with interviews is valuable because this may reveal inconsistencies between participants’ responses to interview questions
and what they actually do in practice64.
Data analysis. The analysis will be conducted from an interactionist perspective65 using concepts drawn from content
analysis66 and thematic analysis67, facilitated using Nvivo61. Data
from the different sources will be given equal weighting and
integrated at the data analysis stage, to explore the appointment
from multiple perspectives.
Recruitment and sample size. Eligible patient/parent participants will be parents, carers or other family members of
children undergoing genomic testing for rare disease diagnosis.
Non-English speaking families will be eligible to participate
provided the translator is able to translate the participant information sheet and consent form. Eligible health professional
participants will be any health professionals tasked with consenting and/or delivering WGS results. Potential participants
(health professionals and parents) will be purposively sampled to
ensure variation in 1) condition type, 2) who is conducting the
appointment (genetic or medical specialist) 3) result (diagnostic result, no-finding result and inconclusive result), and
4) site. By including seven sites from regionally diverse parts
of the country, we hope to include parents who vary in terms of
educational and socioeconomic status as well as ethnicity. People
from minority ethnic groups may experience a higher incidence
and prevalence of rare diseases than the general population for
a variety of reasons, genetic and otherwise68. In addition, people
from minority ethnic groups and other underserved populations
are likely to experience even greater barriers to screening, diagnosis, and treatment of rare diseases than for common conditions due to a variety of cultural, socioeconomic, environmental
and other factors68.
The local PI at each site will support identification of eligible health professional participants. They will be approached
for participation and those that consent to take part in the study
will be tasked with identifying suitable patient/parent participants. Observations of a given professional will take place no
more than once to ensure maximum variation in participants.
We will aim to observe ~20 consent appointments and similarly ~20 results return appointments (with different participants
to those observed during the consent process) in line with
previous research14.

Study 3: Identify parent-reported experiences and
outcomes from genomic testing in the GMS (Years 2–4)
Study design. Surveys and interviews will be conducted with
parents of children with rare diseases to evaluate parent-reported
experiences and outcomes from genomic testing in the GMS.
An online survey will be administered at two time-points; after
pre-test counselling (T1) and approximately 12 months after

results-disclosure (T2). Our primary outcome measure is decisional regret at T2, as measured on the validated Decisional
Regret scale69. In particular, we will compare whether decisional
regret differs between parents of patients who get a diagnostic result compared with those that get a no primary findings
result. Whilst there is limited data on the psychological
effects of disclosing genomic sequencing results to parents
of paediatric patients, a number of studies have shown that
a subset of parents may be likely to experience decisional
regret37,70 and that regret may be linked to parents interpretation of the child’s result as negative and of frustration with
uncertain results70. Key research questions will be whether
there is a difference in levels of decisional regret depending
on result status, and whether there is a difference in levels of
decisional regret depending on clinical indication.
Secondary
outcomes
include
knowledge71,
attitudes18
(adapted from previous research72), self-reported informed
decision-making18, decisional conflict73, generalised anxiety74
parental empowerment75, health-related quality of life of the
child76, family impact77, psychological impact78 and satisfaction with appointment79 (see Table 1). We will explore whether
parent characteristics e.g. education, ethnicity, and personality
traits e.g. intolerance for uncertainty80 and resilience81 are
associated with particular psychological outcomes.
To complement the quantitative results, a subset of survey
responders will also be invited for a qualitative interview.
Interviews will focus on parents’ expectations, experiences
of and satisfaction with the consent appointment/return of
results, perception of care received, clinical, behavioural, and
psychosocial impact of the result, unexpected outcomes, and
recommendations for service improvement.
Data analysis. This mixed methods study will use a concurrent design with quantitative and qualitative data collected in parallel and given equal status, the purpose being to
seek a more complete understanding using complementary
methods82. Qualitative and quantitative data will be analysed
separately and integrated at the point of interpretation. Each
set of findings will be brought together into one explanatory
framework82.
For the quantitative data, frequencies, means and standard
deviations will be calculated and descriptive statistics will
be reported. Correlations and comparative analyses will be
conducted to identify changes over time (between T1 and T2).
We will conduct correlations and t-tests (normally distributed
variables) or Spearman’s rank correlation and paired-Wilcoxon
signed ranks tests (non-normally distributed variables) to
examine bivariate associations between the primary dependent variables and participant characteristics (e.g. gender, age,
employment, education, ethnicity, resilience etc). Analysis will
be facilitated using SPSS software83.
Qualitative data will be analysed using codebook thematic
analysis84. This is a flexible analytic method where a codebook with both deductive (guided by theory and/or previous
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Table 1. Summary of survey measures.
Survey domain

Description

Time 1 Time 2

Participant characteristics and personality traits
Participant characteristics Child age, parent/carer age, gender, education, number of children, ethnicity, religion and
religiosity, income

✓

X

General anxiety

Generalised Anxiety Disorder Questionnaire (GAD-7). A seven-item measure for screening
and severity measuring generalised anxiety disorder. Items are rated on a 4-point Likert
scale74

✓

✓

Resilience

Brief resilience scale. A six-item measure for assessing the ability to bounce back or
recover from stress. Items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale81.

✓

X

Intolerance for
Uncertainty

Short version of the Intolerance for Uncertainty scale. A 12-item measure for assessing
intolerance for uncertainty. Items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale80.

✓

X

Attributes of informed decision-making
Knowledge

Nine-item knowledge of genome sequencing (KOGS) measure that is context-neutral and
focuses on what is involved in having genome sequencing (including ‘what is a genome’),
and the limitations and uncertainties of genome sequencing. Each statement is rated as
either true, false or don’t know71. In addition, we will include a number of knowledge items
developed specifically for the this study which relate to the way that the Service is being
offered.

✓

X

Attitude

Five-item scale examining general attitudes to genome sequencing e.g. harmful
– beneficial, unimportant – important, measured on a five-point Likert scale18.

✓

✓

Self-reported informed
decision-making

Question used previously in survey on genome sequencing in the 100,000 Genomes
Project18.

✓

X

Decisional conflict

Sixteen-item measure with five-point Likert scale which assess decisional certainty or
conflict about a healthcare decision73

✓

X

Decisional-regret

Five-item measure with five-point likert scale which assesses regret or remorse about a
healthcare decision, with scores ranging from 0 to 100. DRS scores can be defined into
three categories: no decision regret (DRS score 0), mild decision regret (DRS score 1–25),
and moderate to high decision regret (DRS score >25)69.

X

✓

Test results

Study specific question to assess what result the patient received (a diagnostic result, a no- X
findings result or an uncertain result)

✓

Clinical, psychosocial and behavioural outcomes
Parental empowerment

Genomics Outcome Scale: six-item questionnaire with five-point likert scale which captures ✓
the theoretical construct of empowerment relating to genomic medicine75

✓

Health-related quality of
life (child)

EQ-5D-Y (ages 4–15): Comprises five dimensions: mobility, looking after myself, doing usual ✓
activities, having pain or discomfort and feeling worried, sad or unhappy. Each dimension
has 3 levels: no problems, some problems and a lot of problems. The caregiver (the proxy)
is asked to rate the child’s/ adolescent’s health-related quality of life in their (the proxy’s)
opinion76.

✓

Psychological impact

Adapted 12-item version of the Feelings About genomic Testing Results (FACToR) with fivepoint Likert scale which measures the specific impact of result disclosure after genomic
testing78

X

✓

Family impact

PEDS-QL Family impact module: sixteen-item questionnaire with five-point Likert Scale
which explores problems with communication, worry, daily activities, family relationships77

✓

✓

Clinical, social and
behavioural impact of
results

Study specific questions which explore: changes to clinical management, understanding
the likely course of the condition, changes to child’s/parent’s lifestyle, connecting with
specific rare disease support groups/other families, communication with medical
professionals, reproductive decision-making and identification of other at-risk family
members. Each item will have 5 levels (not at all – a great deal).

X

✓

Satisfaction with
appointment

Seven-item patient-satisfaction measure for use in a clinical genetics setting79

✓

✓
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literature) and inductive (emerging from the text) codes are
used to guide data coding, and allows for multiple researchers to systematically code the text. Codes are then collated to
form sub-themes and themes, patterns of meaning anchored by a
shared idea or concept. Analysis will be facilitated using Nvivo61.
Recruitment and sample size. Survey participants will be
recruited from across the seven participating recruitment sites
with the aim of recruiting participants from different geographical, ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds. We will recruit
participants whose children have different clinical indications
(e.g. neurological including intellectual disability, developmental delay and/or epilepsy, renal, cardiac) as well as those
with single system (e.g. a heart defect) and multisystem (e.g. a
kidney and heart defect) to facilitate exploratory comparisons
across disease groups. Potential participants will be identified by either the health professional conducting the consent
discussion or a research co-ordinator and sent an information
sheet and copy of the survey (including an online link). Each
survey will be given a unique identifier to track which site
responders were recruited from as well as the clinical indication.
Interview participants will be selectively sampled for maximum variation in terms of condition, result (diagnostic, negative or inconclusive) and socio-demographic factors. Where
both parents attended the initial genomic testing appointment,
only one parent per family (‘the main care-giver’) will be invited
to complete the survey in order to avoid non-independence
of results as family members may influence each other’s
responses.
To compare decision regret between those parents of patients
who received a diagnostic result and those who don’t, a minimum of 67 participants are required in both groups to achieve
a medium effect size (0.5) with an 80% power level. As diagnostic rates using genomic testing are currently around 40%
when trio-based analysis is performed26, a minimum of 168
participants is required. To account for drop-out between the T1
and T2 surveys, which was around 50% in previous research18,
we will aim to recruit around 400 participants at T1. We are
aiming for around 60 completed surveys per site at T1 so that
comparison across sites can be made.
Recruitment for interviews will continue until saturation is
reached, however we aim to interview around 20–30 parents
at both timepoints. This is in line with previous qualitative
interview studies exploring parental experiences of genomic
testing13. Ideally, the same parents will take part in interviews across the two timepoints to examine the patient journey
including parent expectations and outcomes.

Study 4: Obtain perspectives including readiness,
process and outcomes of different medical specialists
(Year 4)
Study design. Cross-sectional qualitative interviews will be conducted with non-genetic medical specialists to explore their
experiences of current genomic practice. The topic guide will
be informed through the CFIR and Proctor’s taxonomy, and
include questions to assess their preparedness for delivering

genomic medicine (consenting patients and delivering results),
technical and infrastructure support available, how genomic
medicine fits into their current practice including impact on
care delivered, appropriateness of genomic test directory, outstanding education and training needs, interaction with genetic
specialists, whether the nature of their clinical interactions with
patients and families has changed over time, and to identify
policy and/or service provider factors affecting ‘mainstream’
implementation of genomic medicine, including emergent
enablers and barriers. The findings from the interviews will be
used to inform the development of an anonymous crosssectional online survey, which will also use validated measures to assess concepts such as acceptability85, feasibility85,
implementation leadership support86 and organisational change
expectations87. Survey data will provide evidence to policy
makers about the effectiveness of mainstreaming.
Data analysis. Qualitative data analysis will be thematically
coded84 using a codebook approach. The first step will
consist of a deductive analysis, where data are mapped on to
the CFIR and Proctor domains and constructs. This will be
followed by an inductive analysis, where new themes or unexpected findings are elicited through coding and categorising.
Quantitative data will be analysed using descriptive statistics.
Recruitment and sample size. Medical specialists from a chosen
set of four to five specialties who are (expected to be) involved
in the mainstreaming of genomic medicine (e.g. community
paediatricians, paediatricians, paediatric neurologists, paediatric
cardiologists) will be invited for interview. To reduce risk of bias
in terms of approaching those known to the research team (who
may be more likely to have positive views towards genomic
medicine), we will recruit participants through societies, email
distribution lists and social media. Interviews will be conducted
until saturation is reached, but we expect to interview around
5–10 per speciality in line with previous qualitative research
looking at health professionals’ experiences of offering genomic
testing12.
We will use a multipronged recruitment strategy to distribute the survey to reduce the risk of bias. The online survey will
be administered through GEL as well as with links circulated
through health professional associations (e.g. Royal College of
Paediatrics and Child Health), hospital newsletters, social
media as well as across the seven participating sites. As this is
a single topic community study, we will aim to recruit around
400 participants (around 100 for each medical speciality).

Data synthesis and interpretation – Study 5
The findings from the four studies will be analysed separately.
However, at the end of the study we will integrate the data to
draw overarching conclusions about service provision. Summary
tables which capture the process of implementation, participants’ perceptions of the GMS including barriers and facilitators
as well as the programme theory at the central and local levels
will be developed. Proposed recommendations to address identified barriers will also be included in these tables. To enhance
trustworthiness, qualitative data analysis will be conducted by
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multiple researchers and decisions around data synthesis will be
documented. In addition, the advisory team, including the PPI
group will support the interpretation of the data and ensure
credibility of the data analysis. Decisions around how recommendations are developed will be documented for transparency
and a consensus approach will be taken whereby a majority of
team members need to be in agreement for a recommendation
to be put forward. Further refinement of recommendations for
practice will be developed at a workshop in Year 4 with key
stakeholders (including clinical and laboratory staff from
across the GMSAs and GLHs, policy makers from organisations such as NHSE and GEL and patient group representatives) who will be identified by the research and advisory team.
During the workshop we will present the key findings from this
body of research alongside the associated draft recommendations developed by the advisory team. Participants will be split
into groups to discuss key findings and draft recommendations
before reporting back to the plenary. Detailed notes recording the discussion around the refinement and prioritising of
recommendations will be taken. These recommendations will
be detailed in the final project report.

Ethics and data processing
The research will be conducted in accordance with the UK
Policy Framework For Health and Social Care Research which
sets out the principles of good practice in the management of
research88. Ethical approval for the study was granted on the
16th July 2021 by the London-Bloomsbury Research Ethics
Committee (21/PR/0678). Participants (patients, parents, health
professionals and/or other key stakeholders) will be given a
participant information sheet at the time of being invited to
take part in the study. Prior to any observation or interview
taking place, consent will be sought and recorded, either
verbally (if the observation/interview is taking place virtually)
or in written form (if the observation/interview is taking place
face-to-face). In the case of verbal consent, each item on the
consent form will be read aloud with replies from the participant confirming consent recorded digitally. In addition, an
electronic copy of the consent form with the participants name
will be signed and dated by the researcher with a copy sent
to the participant. For studies 2 and 4, returning a completed
survey will be considered implied consent to participate.
Interview data will be digitally recorded, transcribed by a professional transcription company with which a confidentiality
agreement is in place. Transcripts will be de-identified and
stored along with audio-recordings and de-identified survey
responses in the UCL Data Safe Haven which is certified to the
ISO27001 information security standard.

Dissemination – Study 6

As well as disseminating results through traditional academic
forums such as peer-reviewed publications, we will engage
directly with health professionals, policy makers, patients and
the public. Crucially, we will disseminate our results to the
intervention implementers (e.g. NHS England, Genomic Partnership Board), as findings emerge, so any suggested changes
to service provision can be considered in a timely manner.

Our results will be shared in the form of short reports and/or
slide-sets. We will measure the impact of reporting our findings, i.e. any change that have been made as a result of these
findings. We will also share regular study updates via the social
media channels and newsletters of patient groups including SWAN UK, Genetic Alliance UK and Unique, who are
on the advisory team. At the end of the study we will produce a series of video abstracts aimed at patients and the public
to showcase the key findings from the research. We will reach
out to those participants that took part in this programme of
research, and send them links to these abstracts, so that they
can understand the findings from this work.

Discussion

The NHS GMS will undoubtedly improve the diagnosis and
management of patients and their families affected by rare
genetic diseases, and provide emotional relief for parents who
have been searching for answers. Whilst some of the potential
issues (educational, logistical etc) have been identified and
are being addressed prior to the start of the Service, there will
inevitably be unanticipated barriers and challenges along the
way. This research programme provides a unique opportunity to
holistically evaluate the expectations and outcomes of the
NHS GMS for paediatric rare disease diagnosis, and provide
insights and recommendations to improve service delivery.
It will also add to our understanding of the experience of
parents undergoing and health professionals delivering genomic
testing in routine clinical practice.
Our mixed-methods approach will provide rich, comprehensive insights into the facilitators, challenges and barriers
of delivering the NHS GMS. Examining both parents’ and
health professionals’ experiences will ensure that experiences
and outcomes are explored from multiple perspectives. In
designing this study, we have engaged with patients as well
as other key stakeholders such as health professionals and
policy makers at inception to ensure the research will provide
important insights for service improvement and to increase
the likelihood that the recommendations will be adopted by
policy makers. Our advisory team also comprises a broad range
of expertise across genomics including geneticists, genetic
counsellors, clinical scientists, behavioural scientists, ethicists,
health economists and policy makers who can provide
critical insight into the study findings and ensure they are
fed back to relevant parties in a timely manner. A key challenge for the project is that there are multiple sub-studies that
require buy-in from health professionals across a range of
specialties. Moreover, the covid pandemic has meant that
many research projects are taking longer to get approved
and there have been delays in getting the NHS GMS up and
running.
In a recent strategy for genomics set out by the Department
of Health, the Minister for Innovation wrote that “the
biggest gains are being made through collaborations across a
range of expertise from clinicians, engineers, social scientists,
mathematicians, and data scientists.”3. The NHS GMS provides
an ideal opportunity to use approaches from social and
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behavioural science to examine implementation, experiences
and outcomes of service providers, patients and other key
stakeholders.

Lewis, Celine (2021): SRQR Checklist for protocol paper.
University College London. Figure. https://doi.org/10.5522/04/
16847794

This work will provide important evidence for both the
NHS and other countries implementing genomics into their
national healthcare systems. The study materials (topic guides,
surveys etc) can be used by other researchers examining the
implementation and outcomes of offering genomic testing in
routine clinical practice. Moreover, research findings (both
qualitative and quantitative) from this body of work can be
compared with those from other national genomic implementation programmes to understand where commonalities and
differences exist. In this way, the research community can
begin to build a coherent and comprehensive picture of the
implementation of genomic medicine in clinical practice.

Data are available under the terms of the CC BY 4.0 which
ensures that research is openly available whilst still ensuring
that others give credit, in the form of a citation, should they use
or refer to the research object. This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon the work (even commercially)
as long as they credit the original creation.
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Medicine Service for paediatric rare diseases. This is a highly relevant study and we like the mixedmethods approach (surveys, interviews, observations) with the inclusion of different stakeholder
groups (designers/implementers, healthcare providers and patients). This way, a variety of
important topics and perspectives are covered. The study protocol seems to be very well thought
through. However, we would recommend some adaptations to how the protocol is currently
presented in the article. According to us, the main points of improvement are a better
substantiation of certain decisions and more attention for the broader relevance of this study, as
further elaborated in the comments.
Major comments:
1. At the start and the end of the article, we would like this study to be placed in a broader
context than the NHS Genomic Medicine Service alone, in order to show the relevance of
this study beyond the NHS GMS. For instance, what could other healthcare programs or the
field of implementation science gain from your study?
As an example, in the description of study 1, the authors rightly state:
“Implementation science, the systematic study of methods that support the application of
research findings and other evidence-based knowledge into policy and practice, is increasingly
being seen as playing a critical role health services research47,54. Previous research on new
interventions has highlighted that as well as assessing outcomes, it is valuable to look at the
process of the intervention as this can shed light on the mechanisms responsible for whether and
how successful it is55. This formative work can also enable researchers to suggest ways to answer
questions about how interventions might be adapted and respond to change in order to produce
positive outcomes56.”
This kind of information should be presented upfront, already in the Introduction, to
highlight the importance of the current study. Similarly, in the Discussion section at the end
of the article, the authors only talk about the NHS GMS, whereas this would be a good place
to discuss how this study can have a broader contribution, beyond the current study case.
2. The Introduction presents a lot of information. This information is concise and well written,
but to us it feels like an overload of information without a clear focus. Related to our
previous comment, we suggest the authors to first present some general information about
the GM, followed by the relevance and the focus of the current study. Next, the authors
could have a “background information” section, which discusses the previous research on
topics that are relevant for the study.
3. As the authors mention, the GMS will be implemented for rare diseases and cancer. Why do
the authors only focus on paediatric diseases in this study? We would say that it is highly
interesting to compare the implementation of the GMS for (paediatric) rare diseases and
cancer. So, why has the decision been made to focus on paediatric rare diseases?
Minor comments:
1. When presenting the research approach and conceptual framework, the authors mention
that they use a theory-driven approach. We would like the authors to explain why they have
chosen these theories. Why are these the most suitable, given the aim of this study?
Moreover, the authors could consider to shortly explain the different domains of The
Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research and Proctor’s taxonomy, as now it
remains quite abstract.
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2. The figures are really nice, providing a clear schematic overview of the study and the
different sub-studies. In Figures 1 and 2, we recommend the authors to change the titles of
studies 3 and 4. Based on the titles in these figures, it is not clear that study 3 is about
parents and study 4 is about healthcare providers. As we see it, both studies are mixed
methods with parents and healthcare providers respectively. So, our suggestion is to
rename study 3 something like: “mixed methods parental perspective” and study 4: “mixed
methods medical specialist perspective”.
3. Why are the stakeholder interviews and document analysis in study 1 only performed in
year 1 and 4 of the study? We can imagine that adding another timepoint in the middle of
the study period would allow for gaining more insight into the implementation dynamics.
4. Regarding the recruitment of patients and healthcare providers in studies 2, 3 and 4: how
will you gain access to these patients and healthcare providers? Will this be done through
the principal investigator of each of the seven study sites?
5. We really like the idea of a workshop with key stakeholders at the end of the study to
further refine the recommendations for practice. Maybe you can include some additional
information about this workshop? What kind of stakeholders will participate, how will they
be recruited? Will this workshop also be recorded and analysed for research purposes?
6. In study 3, respondents seem to be exposed to a lot of surveys (nicely summarize in Figure
3), which can place a high burden on the respondents. It is our understanding that the main
focus of study 3 is on decisional regret. The authors mention a lot of secondary outcomes.
Are all these surveys and secondary outcomes really necessary? You should not just collect
as much data as possible, “just because you can”, but only in case you really need this
information.
7. The authors state: “Prior to any observation or interview taking place, consent will be sought
and recorded, either verbally (if the observation/interview is taking place virtually) or in written
form (if the observation/interview is taking place face-to-face).” - Our experience is that written
consent can also be obtained in the case of a virtual observation/interview, for instance by
sending the consent form to the participant by e-mail. So, we suggest the authors to also
obtain written consent for the virtual observations and interviews.
When addressing these comments, we believe the authors will present a nice article about a
highly interesting study protocol. We wish the authors the best of luck with the execution of the
study protocol.
Is the rationale for, and objectives of, the study clearly described?
Yes
Is the study design appropriate for the research question?
Yes
Are sufficient details of the methods provided to allow replication by others?
Yes
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Are the datasets clearly presented in a useable and accessible format?
Yes
Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
Reviewer Expertise: Patient participation in research, whole genome / exome sequencing, new
medical technologies, ehealth, responsible research and innovation
We confirm that we have read this submission and believe that we have an appropriate level
of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however we have
significant reservations, as outlined above.
Author Response 14 Feb 2022

Celine Lewis, UCL GOS Institute of Child Health, London, UK
We thank both reviewers for their thoughtful and constructive comments on the
study protocol. We hope that we have addressed these points to your satisfaction.
General:
This article presents the study protocol of a mixed-methods study to evaluate the NHS
Genomic Medicine Service for paediatric rare diseases. This is a highly relevant study and
we like the mixed-methods approach (surveys, interviews, observations) with the inclusion
of different stakeholder groups (designers/implementers, healthcare providers and
patients). This way, a variety of important topics and perspectives are covered. The study
protocol seems to be very well thought through. However, we would recommend some
adaptations to how the protocol is currently presented in the article. According to us, the
main points of improvement are a better substantiation of certain decisions and more
attention for the broader relevance of this study, as further elaborated in the comments.
Major comments:
1. At the start and the end of the article, we would like this study to be placed in a
broader context than the NHS Genomic Medicine Service alone, in order to show the
relevance of this study beyond the NHS GMS. For instance, what could other
healthcare programs or the field of implementation science gain from your study?
As an example, in the description of study 1, the authors rightly state:
“Implementation science, the systematic study of methods that support the
application of research findings and other evidence-based knowledge into policy and
practice, is increasingly being seen as playing a critical role health services
research47,54. Previous research on new interventions has highlighted that as well as
assessing outcomes, it is valuable to look at the process of the intervention as this
can shed light on the mechanisms responsible for whether and how successful it is55.
This formative work can also enable researchers to suggest ways to answer questions
about how interventions might be adapted and respond to change in order to
produce positive outcomes56.”
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This kind of information should be presented upfront, already in the Introduction, to
highlight the importance of the current study. Similarly, in the Discussion section at
the end of the article, the authors only talk about the NHS GMS, whereas this would
be a good place to discuss how this study can have a broader contribution, beyond
the current study case.
Thank you for these suggestions. We have moved the section on implementation
science into the Intro, and added text around the broader contribution of the study
beyond the current study case.
1. The Introduction presents a lot of information. This information is concise and well
written, but to us it feels like an overload of information without a clear focus. Related
to our previous comment, we suggest the authors to first present some general
information about the GM, followed by the relevance and the focus of the current
study. Next, the authors could have a “background information” section, which
discusses the previous research on topics that are relevant for the study.
We have made the changes as suggested.
1. As the authors mention, the GMS will be implemented for rare diseases and cancer.
Why do the authors only focus on paediatric diseases in this study? We would say that
it is highly interesting to compare the implementation of the GMS for (paediatric) rare
diseases and cancer. So, why has the decision been made to focus on paediatric rare
diseases?
Yes, we agree it would be very interesting to compare the implementation of the GMS
for rare diseases with cancer. Unfortunately, with our limited funding and resources
(1 x PI – 4 years and 1 x research associate – 2 years) it isn’t possible to do this. As this
is NIHR Advanced Fellowship, the PI focused on paediatric rare disease as this is her
main area of interest and therefore builds on her previous work.
Minor comments:
1. When presenting the research approach and conceptual framework, the authors
mention that they use a theory-driven approach. We would like the authors to explain
why they have chosen these theories. Why are these the most suitable, given the aim
of this study? Moreover, the authors could consider to shortly explain the different
domains of The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research and Proctor’s
taxonomy, as now it remains quite abstract.
We have stated in the text that we chose the CFIR because it has been used previously
to evaluate the implementation of genomic medicine. We have also added that it is
suitable to guide development of actionable findings as well as to rapid-cycle
evaluations. We have also added in descriptions of the domains.
1. The figures are really nice, providing a clear schematic overview of the study and the
different sub-studies. In Figures 1 and 2, we recommend the authors to change the
titles of studies 3 and 4. Based on the titles in these figures, it is not clear that study 3
is about parents and study 4 is about healthcare providers. As we see it, both studies
are mixed methods with parents and healthcare providers respectively. So, our
suggestion is to rename study 3 something like: “mixed methods parental
perspective” and study 4: “mixed methods medical specialist perspective”.
These have been changed as per Reviewer Nina Sperber’s comments and now include
the word parent (study 3) and medical specialists (study 4).
1. Why are the stakeholder interviews and document analysis in study 1 only performed
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in year 1 and 4 of the study? We can imagine that adding another timepoint in the
middle of the study period would allow for gaining more insight into the
implementation dynamics.
We agree this would be the ideal, however, it is not going to be possible due to
resource limitations.
1. Regarding the recruitment of patients and healthcare providers in studies 2, 3 and 4:
how will you gain access to these patients and healthcare providers? Will this be done
through the principal investigator of each of the seven study sites?
The PIs at each recruitment site will support identification of health professionals for
study 2 (who will then be tasked with identifying potential patient participants). For
study 3, the health professional consenting the patient or the research co-ordinator at
each site will identify and send out the survey to potential participants. For study 4,
we will adopt a multi-pronged approach to reduce the risk of bias (recruiting through
societies, email distribution lists and social media). These recruitment strategies have
now been made clearer in the text.
1. We really like the idea of a workshop with key stakeholders at the end of the study to
further refine the recommendations for practice. Maybe you can include some
additional information about this workshop? What kind of stakeholders will
participate, how will they be recruited? Will this workshop also be recorded and
analysed for research purposes?
We have added further detail around who will be invited to take part in the workshop
as well as what will happen during the workshop.
1. In study 3, respondents seem to be exposed to a lot of surveys (nicely summarize in
Figure 3), which can place a high burden on the respondents. It is our understanding
that the main focus of study 3 is on decisional regret. The authors mention a lot of
secondary outcomes. Are all these surveys and secondary outcomes really necessary?
You should not just collect as much data as possible, “just because you can”, but only
in case you really need this information.
We are currently in the process of piloting the time 1 survey with parents recruited
through a support group to ensure the included measures and questions are
appropriate and to check the time required to answer the survey. The feedback has
been that the survey is clear and answerable and was not considered too long. Many
of the survey items were used in our previous study reporting decisions, attitudes and
outcomes of patients in the 100,000 Genomes Project [see
https://www.gimjournal.org/article/S1098-3600(21)01124-2/fulltext#secsectitle0010]
where the response rate was over 50%.
We will make clear in the Participant Information Sheet the expected time required to
complete the survey. All the items in the survey have been identified by our advisory
team (including PPI team) as important constructs in our understanding of the
experience, impact and outcomes of genomic testing for patients with rare disease.
Many have also been used in other studies which will allow us to compare across
projects and countries [see for example https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31189963/ ]
We have also sought input from our Australian colleagues who are conducting a
similar study with patients undergoing genomic testing as to their views on the
importance of and experience using the included measures. As a gesture of
appreciation for their time, we are also offering all participants a voucher worth £10.
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1. The authors state: “Prior to any observation or interview taking place, consent will be
sought and recorded, either verbally (if the observation/interview is taking place
virtually) or in written form (if the observation/interview is taking place face-toface).” - Our experience is that written consent can also be obtained in the case of a
virtual observation/interview, for instance by sending the consent form to the
participant by e-mail. So, we suggest the authors to also obtain written consent for
the virtual observations and interviews.
We want to make the process of consent as easy as possible for the participant. The
HRA does not require written consent for non-clinical trials, and where risk to the
participant is minimal. In order to ensure that that consent is valid, each item on the
consent form will be read aloud and the participant required to say ‘yes’ to each item.
Verbal consent will be recorded digitally so there is a clear record of the consent
process. In addition, it will be recorded electronically and signed/dated by the
researcher and a copy of the electronic record sent to the participant as well as kept
in the study file. We have added this additional detail in the manuscript.
When addressing these comments, we believe the authors will present a nice article about a
highly interesting study protocol. We wish the authors the best of luck with the execution of
the study protocol.
Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
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Nina Sperber
1

Duke Department of Population Health Sciences, School of Medicine, Duke University, Durham,
NC, USA
2 Durham VA Health Care System, Durham, NC, USA
The authors have presented a mixed-methods protocol to evaluate implementation of genomic
medicine with a focus on paediatric rare diseases. This project includes four parts which will each
address different levels of implementation. The first part focuses on a program level, aiming to
develop a logic model of the NHS GMS to evaluate concordance between intended and actual
outcomes and identify barriers to outcomes by examining documents and interviewing key
stakeholders involved in delivering services (including program designers, implementers, and
providers). The second part focuses on an inter-personal level by observing providers and families
(parents and child patients) conducting genomic testing in clinical settings, using a structured
guide used in the 100,000 Genomes Project, to denote observations about appointment structure
and provider/patient communication, shedding light on processes and practices in naturalistic
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environments. The third part will target an individual level, focusing on parents’ perspectives
about genomic testing with a longitudinal survey and interview data to measure decisional regret,
comparing parents who receive a diagnostic result with those who do not. The fourth part will also
target an individual level to obtain perspectives of different non-genetic medical specialists about
different aspects of implementation including readiness, process, and outcomes using a crosssectional survey developed with validated measures (acceptability, feasibility, implementation
leadership support, and organisational change expectations) and from prior thematic qualitative
analysis. Findings from all parts will be integrated to identify overarching findings and
recommendations and discussed with key stakeholders.
This paper clearly describes rationale for and objectives of the project. The authors describe a
need to understand effects of the relatively newly established Genomic Medicine Service. While
some prior work has studied what health care professionals need to integrate genomic medicine
into routine care, such as specialized training and access to genomics specialists, gaps exists in
our understanding of effective processes and procedures. The authors rationalize their focus on
paediatric rare diseases by describing that children make up 50-75% of rare disease cases; they
describe a benefit of genomic testing in reducing the “diagnostic odyssey” and need for more
information on effects for parents. They outline four objectives commensurate with each of the
four parts of the overall design.
The study design is appropriate for the research questions. Generally, they seek to delineate the
process of GMS implementation and resultant outcomes, considering different contextual
locations and perspectives. Their overall study design of four parts that include multiple types of
methods (e.g., document review, individual interviews, participant observations) and mixing of
methods (e.g., integrating qualitative and quantitative data about parent-reported experiences or
using qualitative data to create a provider survey) will lead them to this end. They have organized
the Detailed Study Plan section by research method or technique. For example, they describe the
first part (Study 1) as “Implementation interviews with key stakeholders”. While the methods seem
appropriate for the questions of each study part, the protocol may be strengthened by leading
with objective rather than method. For example, the subheading for Study 1 could be “Specify
Programme Theory of the GMS” (or something like that). The methods used to achieve that
objective would then be described. This change would emphasize the multiple levels of analysis to
capture different facets of program implementation and better follow the way it is outlined in the
Background and Aims section.
Details of the analysis are clearly described; however, some questions remain:
1. There could be more specificity about how CFIR will be used: it is very large and typically
requires discussion ahead of time to prioritize constructs for specific studies, especially for
qualitative interviews.
2. More detail is also needed about interviews. How will interview questions be developed?
There is a CFIR Guide available for free online. Will those questions be used to ask about
CFIR constructs? How long will the interviews last and will they be conducted remotely or inperson? The length of interviews matter because it seems like they could be very long if
using CFIR, Proctor, literature, etc. I think more detail in this section would be helpful,
including stating if key constructs and outcomes will be selected, rather than asking about
all of them.
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3. One minor question is whether the sample size of parents in Study 2 for the qualitative
interviews will be sufficient to stratify and compare those who receive a diagnostic result vs.
those who do not. This comparison was described in the quan. part but not the qual.
4. In Study 3, will recruitment site be factored into modelling? The case was made that they
offer diversity. It would be helpful to know how site is accounted for, or rationale for not
(e.g., maybe education, ethnicity etc. are proxies?).
5. In Data Synthesis from All Studies section, please describe what you mean by this sentence:
“Summary tables will be developed to identify context-specific barriers and facilitators (or
suggested changes) to implementation.” It would be helpful to have a better sense of what
the final product might look like. It seems that there was emphasis throughout the paper on
using explanatory models and identifying mechanisms, and so the final synthesis might
include more about process rather than summary of facilitators and barriers. It may be
worthwhile to consider Intervention Mapping or something like that.
In general, this is a strong paper with a strong rationale and study design. Changes in formatting
would help with clarity. Some additional detail would strengthen description of methods and
analysis.
Is the rationale for, and objectives of, the study clearly described?
Yes
Is the study design appropriate for the research question?
Yes
Are sufficient details of the methods provided to allow replication by others?
Yes
Are the datasets clearly presented in a useable and accessible format?
Not applicable
Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
Reviewer Expertise: Mixed-methods, qualitative methods, implementation science, health services
research, genomic medicine implementation
I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
Author Response 14 Feb 2022

Celine Lewis, UCL GOS Institute of Child Health, London, UK
We thank the reviewer for their thoughtful and constructive comments on the study
protocol. We hope that we have addressed these points to your satisfaction.
The authors have presented a mixed-methods protocol to evaluate implementation of
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genomic medicine with a focus on paediatric rare diseases. This project includes four parts
which will each address different levels of implementation. The first part focuses on a
program level, aiming to develop a logic model of the NHS GMS to evaluate concordance
between intended and actual outcomes and identify barriers to outcomes by examining
documents and interviewing key stakeholders involved in delivering services (including
program designers, implementers, and providers). The second part focuses on an interpersonal level by observing providers and families (parents and child patients) conducting
genomic testing in clinical settings, using a structured guide used in the 100,000 Genomes
Project, to denote observations about appointment structure and provider/patient
communication, shedding light on processes and practices in naturalistic environments. The
third part will target an individual level, focusing on parents’ perspectives about genomic
testing with a longitudinal survey and interview data to measure decisional regret,
comparing parents who receive a diagnostic result with those who do not. The fourth part
will also target an individual level to obtain perspectives of different non-genetic medical
specialists about different aspects of implementation including readiness, process, and
outcomes using a cross-sectional survey developed with validated measures (acceptability,
feasibility, implementation leadership support, and organisational change expectations)
and from prior thematic qualitative analysis. Findings from all parts will be integrated to
identify overarching findings and recommendations and discussed with key stakeholders.
This paper clearly describes rationale for and objectives of the project. The authors describe
a need to understand effects of the relatively newly established Genomic Medicine Service.
While some prior work has studied what health care professionals need to integrate
genomic medicine into routine care, such as specialized training and access to genomics
specialists, gaps exists in our understanding of effective processes and procedures. The
authors rationalize their focus on paediatric rare diseases by describing that children make
up 50-75% of rare disease cases; they describe a benefit of genomic testing in reducing the
“diagnostic odyssey” and need for more information on effects for parents. They outline
four objectives commensurate with each of the four parts of the overall design.
The study design is appropriate for the research questions. Generally, they seek to delineate
the process of GMS implementation and resultant outcomes, considering different
contextual locations and perspectives. Their overall study design of four parts that include
multiple types of methods (e.g., document review, individual interviews, participant
observations) and mixing of methods (e.g., integrating qualitative and quantitative data
about parent-reported experiences or using qualitative data to create a provider survey) will
lead them to this end. They have organized the Detailed Study Plan section by research
method or technique. For example, they describe the first part (Study 1) as “Implementation
interviews with key stakeholders”. While the methods seem appropriate for the questions of
each study part, the protocol may be strengthened by leading with objective rather than
method. For example, the subheading for Study 1 could be “Specify Programme Theory of
the GMS” (or something like that). The methods used to achieve that objective would then
be described. This change would emphasize the multiple levels of analysis to capture
different facets of program implementation and better follow the way it is outlined in the
Background and Aims section.
Thank you for this overview of the study. As suggested, we have changed the
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subheadings to lead with objective rather than method.
Details of the analysis are clearly described; however, some questions remain:
1. There could be more specificity about how CFIR will be used: it is very large and
typically requires discussion ahead of time to prioritize constructs for specific studies,
especially for qualitative interviews.
We agree that there is a need to prioritise domains and constructs and these will be
identified with input from the advisory team, study aims and the literature. We are
planning to use the five overarching domains as main codes to analyse our qualitative
data as well as allow themes to emerge inductively. We have now specified this in the
manuscript.
1. More detail is also needed about interviews. How will interview questions be
developed? There is a CFIR Guide available for free online. Will those questions be
used to ask about CFIR constructs? How long will the interviews last and will they be
conducted remotely or in-person? The length of interviews matter because it seems
like they could be very long if using CFIR, Proctor, literature, etc. I think more detail in
this section would be helpful, including stating if key constructs and outcomes will be
selected, rather than asking about all of them.
We will identify which of the CFIR constructs are most aligned to the aims of the study
and interests of the advisory team. The online CFIR guide will be used to help think
about the structure of the questions, for those domains/constructs of interest. They
will be used to develop a priori codes for the analysis with subcodes emerging
inductively in an iterative process. We are allowing 1 hour for the interviews (Study 1)
and these will be conducted remotely using Office Teams. We have provided this
additional detail in the manuscript.
1. One minor question is whether the sample size of parents in Study 2 for the
qualitative interviews will be sufficient to stratify and compare those who receive a
diagnostic result vs. those who do not. This comparison was described in the quan.
part but not the qual.
I think this point is referring to Study 3 – we will continue to conduct interviews until
saturation is reached.
1. In Study 3, will recruitment site be factored into modelling? The case was made that
they offer diversity. It would be helpful to know how site is accounted for, or rationale
for not (e.g., maybe education, ethnicity etc. are proxies?).
Each survey will be given a unique identifier so that we know which site the responder
is from as well as the clinical indication. We are aiming for around 60 completed
surveys per site so that comparison across sites can be made. This detail has been
added.
1. In Data Synthesis from All Studies section, please describe what you mean by this
sentence: “Summary tables will be developed to identify context-specific barriers and
facilitators (or suggested changes) to implementation.” It would be helpful to have a
better sense of what the final product might look like. It seems that there was
emphasis throughout the paper on using explanatory models and identifying
mechanisms, and so the final synthesis might include more about process rather
than summary of facilitators and barriers. It may be worthwhile to consider
Intervention Mapping or something like that.
The summary tables will not only focus on barriers and facilitators, they will also
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capture the process of implementation, perceptions etc. We will also be mapping the
programme theory guiding the intervention at the central and local levels and this
will also be included in the summary tables. We have added further details about this
in the manuscript.
In general, this is a strong paper with a strong rationale and study design. Changes in
formatting would help with clarity. Some additional detail would strengthen description of
methods and analysis.
Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.

Reviewer Report 07 December 2021

https://doi.org/10.3310/nihropenres.14352.r28440
© 2021 Stark Z. This is an open access peer review report distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited.

Zornitza Stark
Australian Genomics, Melbourne, Australia
Thank you for the opportunity to review this study protocol.
This will be an important study that will describe the early implementation experience of
mainstreaming genomic testing for paediatric rare disease in a public healthcare system.
Strengths of the proposed study include the ability to compare against similar data generated
while a hybrid research-clinical model was rolled out in the same healthcare system through the
100k genomes project. The study team are also to be commended on their mixed-methods, multidisciplinary approach to evaluation, and the use of implementation theory frameworks and
validated instruments, which will enable comparison with studies from other healthcare systems.
Co-design with patients/families/support groups is also a key strength.
Minor reservations:
With regards to Study 1, if I understood correctly, the implementation outcome measures will be
gathered through interviews with key designers/implementers of the service. While their insights
will be invaluable, consideration should be given to collecting and reporting some objective
measures such as uptake and variability of uptake based on geographical location or specialty for
example.
Study 2: Clinic observations by a third party can potentially inhibit consultations. I wonder whether
consultation recordings, particularly in the era of COVID restrictions and increasing use of
telehealth may serve the purpose better?
Study 4: It would have been interesting to collect information on workforce preparedness
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prospectively rather than retrospectively, or at two time points in order to enable comparison and
capture the role of interventions designed to increase preparedness.
Is the rationale for, and objectives of, the study clearly described?
Yes
Is the study design appropriate for the research question?
Yes
Are sufficient details of the methods provided to allow replication by others?
Yes
Are the datasets clearly presented in a useable and accessible format?
Yes
Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
Reviewer Expertise: Clinical genomics, health economics, implementation science, bioethics
I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
Author Response 14 Feb 2022

Celine Lewis, UCL GOS Institute of Child Health, London, UK
We thank the reviewer for their thoughtful and constructive comments on the study
protocol. We hope that we have addressed these points to your satisfaction.
Reviewer 2: Zornitza Stark
Thank you for the opportunity to review this study protocol.
This will be an important study that will describe the early implementation experience of
mainstreaming genomic testing for paediatric rare disease in a public healthcare system.
Strengths of the proposed study include the ability to compare against similar data
generated while a hybrid research-clinical model was rolled out in the same healthcare
system through the 100k genomes project. The study team are also to be commended on
their mixed-methods, multi-disciplinary approach to evaluation, and the use of
implementation theory frameworks and validated instruments, which will enable
comparison with studies from other healthcare systems. Co-design with
patients/families/support groups is also a key strength.
Minor reservations:
With regards to Study 1, if I understood correctly, the implementation outcome measures
will be gathered through interviews with key designers/implementers of the service. While
their insights will be invaluable, consideration should be given to collecting and reporting
some objective measures such as uptake and variability of uptake based on geographical
location or specialty for example.
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We agree that it will be important to report uptake and variability of uptake across
different trusts and specialties. NHS England will be routinely collecting this data, and
we are in discussions with them as to how we might be able to access this data for
analysis during the evaluation study, as this would require extra permissions for
sharing and publishing.
Study 2: Clinic observations by a third party can potentially inhibit consultations. I wonder
whether consultation recordings, particularly in the era of COVID restrictions and increasing
use of telehealth may serve the purpose better?
This is something we have considered, although we might then potentially miss useful
non-verbal data if we only have a recording of the consultation, particular in relation
to the administrative elements that occur when patients are consented for genomic
testing. Observations during clinical encounters are widely used as a data collection
method. The presence of researchers will always change the dynamic of behaviour
and this is the case in observations as well as other methods such as interviews. It is
also hoped that by conducting follow-up interviews with the clinician and
patient/parent, we can counteract this potential limitation through triangulating the
findings. We will take a reflexive stance in the research and record cases where we felt
that our presence changed the dynamic. We will reflect on this in the limitations
section of any reports or papers.
Study 4: It would have been interesting to collect information on workforce preparedness
prospectively rather than retrospectively, or at two time points in order to enable
comparison and capture the role of interventions designed to increase preparedness.
We agree that it would be interesting to explore this amongst non-genetic specialists.
One of our MSc students will be looking at this topic from the viewpoint of community
paediatricians in 2022, so relatively early on in the roll-out of the new GMS, but
unfortunately we do not currently have enough manpower to explore this from the
viewpoint of other non-genetic specialists.
Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.

Reviewer Report 06 December 2021

https://doi.org/10.3310/nihropenres.14352.r28441
© 2021 Barwell J et al. This is an open access peer review report distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly cited.

Julian Barwell
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Leicester Royal Infirmary, University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust, Leicester, UK
Maurice Dungey
University Hospitals of Leicester, Leicester, UK
From Dr Julian Barwell
This is a very welcome addition to the portfolio to assess the impact of genomic medicine. I am
pleased to see a mixed model focus on the patient experience from expectation through to result
delivery and beyond. The team assembled is very strong.
In order to make this review as insightful and impactful as possible I believe it would be helpful to
use the staff review work package to ask a number of targeted questions:
1. Technical support: Technically do the clinicians and scientists feel that the appropriate
infrastructure is in place to assist with consent, sample collection, logistically with the
tracking of samples and delivery of genomic results through interpretation of variant
pipelines, result placement in electronic patient records and governance of result
interpretation and patient management taking into consideration variants and the presence
or absence of family history/clear dysmorphological features?
2. Infrastructural support: Did the support of Clinical Research Network help when this
became available and what barriers were felt locally when requesting managerial support
given acute and social care strains on hospital finances? Has this support been maintained
in between projects and new downstream investment funding?
3. Diagnostic decision making: Do the clinicians and scientists feel that the appropriate genetic
and genomic tests are being ordered to ask the clinical question being asked with regards
to sensitivity and specificity? For example taking into consideration read depth and other
mechanisms of disease such as copy number variants, uniparental disorder or trinucleotide
repeats.
4. Clinical Impact: Has an appropriate downstream cost-benefit impact analysis been carried
out on appointments and investigations versus screening, personalised treatments and
reproductive health decision making on the basis of the identification of additional
diagnostic results?
5. What impact has the introduction of genomic medicine had on the care delivered by
clinicians beyond the early adopters that have led or assisted with recruitment of patients to
flagship implementation projects.
6. Views on next steps to break down barriers to implementation to mainstreaming and the
use of personalised medicine more broadly such as the role of pharmacogenetics, tumour
or microbial sequencing and polygenic risk scores?
With assurance that these areas will be covered I would be very happy to support this protocol.
From Dr Dungey
Thank you for the opportunity to review ‘Mixed-methods evaluation of the NHS Genomic Medicine
Service for paediatric rare diseases: study protocol’. As the authors point out Whole-Genome
sequencing is on the cusp of becoming increasingly available, utilised and mainstreamed as part
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of the NHS England Genomic Medicine Service (GMS). The enthusiasm, preparedness, impact and
consequences of this on healthcare workers including genetic specialists, and particularly those
working in medical specialties who may order tests in the mainstreamed setting, is currently
unknown. For patients (and parents of affected children) it is currently uncertain what their
attitude and understanding of genome sequencing will be; and therefore the patient experience
and consequences of GMS is unclear.
This mixed-measures project encompasses four studies with four key aims (as laid out in the
protocol):
1. Identify the resources, activities and intended and actual outcomes of the NHS GMS;
identify any potential barriers to achieving the intended outcomes during the early years of
the Service (2022–25);
2. Understand the processes and practices taking place by examining the interactions
between health professionals and parents/patients during pre-test counselling and results
delivery appointments;
3. Examine the experiences and outcomes of genomic testing that parents report over time;
4. Identify the preparedness and experiences of medical specialists involved in delivering
genomic medicine in mainstream NHS care in the first few years of the Service, and identify
elements which make this easier or more difficult.
There are a numerous strengths to these studies. The protocol is grounded in theory and utilises a
number of different established frameworks to assess their aims. The multiple studies with
different designs and involving varied stakeholders will give an interesting full picture of the
impact of implementing GMS and, some insights of how to improve implementation for other
services. Another big strength is the involvement of key stakeholders in the study planning and
continued involvement throughout the studies and in dissemination of their findings. Studies 3
and 4 use mixed-measures approaches that will give valuable information on patient (or
specifically parent) experiences and decisional regret, and the experiences of mainstreamed
genomic testing.
There are a number of challenges in the study designs:
Recruitment to the study is crucial. The study uses purposive sampling, which is a valid
qualitative approach but may have a number of weaknesses because the results are
designed to be immediately clinically applicable, and not just theory generating. Potential
concerns would be the a reliance on the researchers judgement on correct participants to
approach, the risk of bias, and whether the results are less generalisable.
○

○

○

○

An explanation of how the researchers will involve the key stakeholders around their clinical
responsibility has not been documented, and how they will account for bias if certain
groups are under/over-represented in the study.
In observing clinical interactions, it is possible that observation will alter both the health
professional and the parent/patient’s actions. This is a considerable weakness of
observation and must be acknowledged in interpretation of results.
In the second study the authors will attempt to interview participants from a variety of
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settings (different sites, conditions, results, ethnicities, socioeconomic backgrounds, type of
healthcare professional). This will likely make results harder to interpret and with only 40
interviews the data collected may be too heterogenous.
○

○

The authors plan to disseminate the findings of their work to the stakeholders throughout
the study so that the service provision can be improved, it is unclear how this will be
quantified in terms of changes made and the impact of these changes.
It is unclear from the protocol the details of who (and how many researchers) will be
conducting interviews, observations, and data analysis. These details need to be clarified.

It is important there is transparency of how decisions are made in the data synthesis and
interpretation from all studies and how recommendations are developed.
Overall, this appears to be a thorough research project that will give recommendations for other
services. On the whole the methodology is sound, and we are happy to approve with some
considerations to the above points.
○

Is the rationale for, and objectives of, the study clearly described?
Yes
Is the study design appropriate for the research question?
Partly
Are sufficient details of the methods provided to allow replication by others?
Partly
Are the datasets clearly presented in a useable and accessible format?
Yes
Competing Interests: Dr Barwell: Clinical Research network Division 3 Clinical lead for the East
Midlands Advisor to AstraZeneca Engagement Director to Global gene Corp None for Dr Dungey
Reviewer Expertise: Genomic Medicine
We confirm that we have read this submission and believe that we have an appropriate level
of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however we have
significant reservations, as outlined above.
Author Response 14 Feb 2022

Celine Lewis, UCL GOS Institute of Child Health, London, UK
We thank both reviewers for their thoughtful and constructive comments on the
study protocol. We hope that we have addressed these points to your satisfaction.
Reviewer 1 Dr Julian Barwell and Dr Dungey
Dr Julian Barwell
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This is a very welcome addition to the portfolio to assess the impact of genomic medicine. I
am pleased to see a mixed model focus on the patient experience from expectation through
to result delivery and beyond. The team assembled is very strong. In order to make this
review as insightful and impactful as possible I believe it would be helpful to use the staff
review work package to ask a number of targeted questions:
Technical support: Technically do the clinicians and scientists feel that the appropriate
infrastructure is in place to assist with consent, sample collection, logistically with the
tracking of samples and delivery of genomic results through interpretation of variant
pipelines, result placement in electronic patient records and governance of result
interpretation and patient management taking into consideration variants and the presence
or absence of family history/clear dysmorphological features?
Infrastructural support: Did the support of Clinical Research Network help when this
became available and what barriers were felt locally when requesting managerial support
given acute and social care strains on hospital finances? Has this support been maintained
in between projects and new downstream investment funding?
Diagnostic decision making: Do the clinicians and scientists feel that the appropriate genetic
and genomic tests are being ordered to ask the clinical question being asked with regards
to sensitivity and specificity? For example taking into consideration read depth and other
mechanisms of disease such as copy number variants, uniparental disorder or trinucleotide
repeats.
Clinical Impact: Has an appropriate downstream cost-benefit impact analysis been carried
out on appointments and investigations versus screening, personalised treatments and
reproductive health decision making on the basis of the identification of additional
diagnostic results?
What impact has the introduction of genomic medicine had on the care delivered by
clinicians beyond the early adopters that have led or assisted with recruitment of patients to
flagship implementation projects.
Views on next steps to break down barriers to implementation to mainstreaming and the
use of personalised medicine more broadly such as the role of pharmacogenetics, tumour
or microbial sequencing and polygenic risk scores?
With assurance that these areas will be covered I would be very happy to support this
protocol.
Thank you for raising these questions. We will ensure these topic areas are covered in
our topic guides (for both studies 1 and 4).
Dr Dungey
Thank you for the opportunity to review ‘Mixed-methods evaluation of the NHS Genomic
Medicine Service for paediatric rare diseases: study protocol’. As the authors point out
Whole-Genome sequencing is on the cusp of becoming increasingly available, utilised and
mainstreamed as part of the NHS England Genomic Medicine Service (GMS). The
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enthusiasm, preparedness, impact and consequences of this on healthcare workers
including genetic specialists, and particularly those working in medical specialties who may
order tests in the mainstreamed setting, is currently unknown. For patients (and parents of
affected children) it is currently uncertain what their attitude and understanding of genome
sequencing will be; and therefore the patient experience and consequences of GMS is
unclear
This mixed-measures project encompasses four studies with four key aims (as laid out in the
protocol):
Identify the resources, activities and intended and actual outcomes of the NHS GMS;
identify any potential barriers to achieving the intended outcomes during the early years of
the Service (2022–25);
Understand the processes and practices taking place by examining the interactions
between health professionals and parents/patients during pre-test counselling and results
delivery appointments;
Examine the experiences and outcomes of genomic testing that parents report over time;
Identify the preparedness and experiences of medical specialists involved in delivering
genomic medicine in mainstream NHS care in the first few years of the Service, and identify
elements which make this easier or more difficult.
There are a numerous strengths to these studies. The protocol is grounded in theory and
utilises a number of different established frameworks to assess their aims. The multiple
studies with different designs and involving varied stakeholders will give an interesting full
picture of the impact of implementing GMS and, some insights of how to improve
implementation for other services. Another big strength is the involvement of key
stakeholders in the study planning and continued involvement throughout the studies and
in dissemination of their findings. Studies 3 and 4 use mixed-measures approaches that will
give valuable information on patient (or specifically parent) experiences and decisional
regret, and the experiences of mainstreamed genomic testing.
There are a number of challenges in the study designs:
Recruitment to the study is crucial. The study uses purposive sampling, which is a valid
qualitative approach but may have a number of weaknesses because the results are
designed to be immediately clinically applicable, and not just theory generating. Potential
concerns would be the a reliance on the researchers judgement on correct participants to
approach, the risk of bias, and whether the results are less generalisable.
Thank you for this point. For Study 1 purposive sampling seems the most appropriate,
given the relatively small number of GMS designers and implementers (particularly
those with an interest in rare diseases). We hope that by approaching everyone who
has been identified as being of relevance, we minimise the risk for bias. In addition,
findings will be combined with those from the documentary analysis. For Study 1, the
advisory team have identified the key people working within NHS England, Genomic
England, Health Education England etc that would be able to speak about the
experience of implementing the GMS for rare disease diagnosis and we have
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approached them for interviews. Similarly, at each GMSA/GLH we are approaching
those leads (one clinical and one scientific) working within rare disease so that we
target the most appropriate persons. These details have been added in the description
of Study 1.
For Study 4, we agree that purposive sampling for interviews might result in bias e.g.
If only those with positive views / known to be early adopters are approached. One
way to reduce this risk would be to use an approach whereby we do not target
participants but rather advertise the interview study more broadly e.g. through royal
societies, email distribution lists, social media etc highlighting that we want a range
of views and not just from those who have adapted genomic medicine in their clinical
practice. We have revised the recruitment approach for Study 4 accordingly.
An explanation of how the researchers will involve the key stakeholders around their clinical
responsibility has not been documented, and how they will account for bias if certain
groups are under/over-represented in the study.
Ideally, in Study 4 we would like to conduct interviews with clinical specialists from
around 5 different specialties who are offering genome sequencing to paediatric
patients, and where we might expect there to be reasonable differences in terms of
clinical impact of a diagnosis. This will also have to be balanced against where it is
going to be practical to involve particular clinical groups (i.e. if reasonable
relationships exist with those clinical specialties in the hospitals we are recruiting
from). Similarly, for the survey, we will target those clinical specialties tasked with
using genomic medicine. We will use a multipronged recruitment strategy to try and
ensure a national sample of medical specialists across diverse specialties working in
paediatric rare diseases. We will enlist the help of NHSE and GEL to advertise and
circulate as well as advertise the survey through Royal Colleges and societies, hospital
newsletters, member email distribution lists, social media. We will make it clear on
the survey that is equally important to hear from those specialists who have used
genomic medicine as those who haven’t. These details have been clarified in the
protocol.
In observing clinical interactions, it is possible that observation will alter both the health
professional and the parent/patient’s actions. This is a considerable weakness of
observation and must be acknowledged in interpretation of results.
We acknowledge that this is an inherent limitation of the observation but felt that the
benefits of observing appointments method (non-verbal interaction, administrative
aspects) outweighed these potential limitations. We will take a reflexive stance in the
research and record cases where we felt that our presence changed the dynamic. We
will also reflect on this in the limitations section of any reports or papers.
In the second study the authors will attempt to interview participants from a variety of
settings (different sites, conditions, results, ethnicities, socioeconomic backgrounds, type of
healthcare professional). This will likely make results harder to interpret and with only 40
interviews the data collected may be too heterogenous.
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Yes, we agree that on reflection it would be difficult to make comparisons and say
anything specific about these participant groups. Moreover, education and ethnicity
will be difficult to identify prior to approaching potential participants. We will
therefore view Study 2 more as an exploratory study to build a picture of the different
ways that appointments take place (e.g. is consenting done at the same clinic
appointment or as a separate consent appointment), rather than aiming to make
comparisons across these different groups.
The authors plan to disseminate the findings of their work to the stakeholders throughout
the study so that the service provision can be improved, it is unclear how this will be
quantified in terms of changes made and the impact of these changes.
Thank you for raising this important question. We will add an agenda point at each
advisory team meeting to ask members involved in setting policy and practice i.e
those members from NHS England and Genomics England), how they have used the
emerging findings related to policy or practice from the study (presented at the
previous meeting or in the interim period). In addition, we will ask whether there
were any findings they chose not to use and the reason behind this. The responses will
be recorded in the minutes of the meeting. We will also report the changes that were
made to policy and practice in any reports or academic papers as part of the research
findings.
It is unclear from the protocol the details of who (and how many researchers) will be
conducting interviews, observations, and data analysis. These details need to be clarified.
We have added that this will mainly be performed by 2 researchers – Celine Lewis and
Bettina Friedrich, but that where possible MSc students will also support the study.
It is important there is transparency of how decisions are made in the data synthesis and
interpretation from all studies and how recommendations are developed.
Thank you for this comment. These decisions will be documented. The frameworks will
provide a structured approach to analysis but interpretation and recommendations
will be developed in conjunction with our advisory team with decisions documented.
For the development of recommendations, a consensus approach will be taken
whereby the majority of participants have to agree for a recommendations to be put
forward. These details have been added to the manuscript.
Overall, this appears to be a thorough research project that will give recommendations for
other services. On the whole the methodology is sound, and we are happy to approve with
some considerations to the above points.
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